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STRESS TODAY 
AT WORK

Characteristics 
of Stress

• Staff turnover

• Shortage of talent

• Attracting talent

• Mental health

• Constant evolution of skills

• Employee engagement

• Managing relationships

• Pressure from your employer and employees

We understand what you’re 
dealing with… and that can be 

difficult…
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• The COVID-19 pandemic only made matters worse. 
Depression and anxiety exploded. Census Bureau 
data recorded clinically significant symptoms for 
depression and anxiety, at 24 and 30 percent 
respectively, only a few months after the beginning 
of the pandemic (Fowers & Wan, 2020).



Bringing your people back to better than before

Workforce is everything, without their loyalty, commitment, trust and 
belief, your organization will not achieve it’s fullest potential and 
profitability.

Our programs will help:

-Reduce costs associated with employee absenteeism and turnover.

-Supportive stress management for greater workforce productivity.

-More engaged and adaptable employees amidst a new culture of hybrid work 
environments

-High-yield impact to reduce employee turnover

-Keep your clients happy with a happier team

-Increase your bottom line with consistent impeccable service that is 
sustained and focused with a resilient optimal team

-Build and maintain engagement, productivity, innovation and creativity.
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Mindset Empowerment & Emotional Resilience 
Online Programs To Neutralize Stress

Start saving time and money with reduced turnover and a more engaged workforce.

Maximize employee efficiency, engagement, and happiness in  your hybrid-work culture.

Empower your employees with self-care methods to build resilience to stress, increase productivity, engagement & 
innovation and emotional wellness.

Our mindset empowerment programs and webinars are designed to support your Organization’s health and 
wellness initiatives giving your employees roadmaps and tools for  improved mental health, stress management, 
whilst also increasing  resiliency, productivity and innovation.

We use mindfulness tools, consumer grade technology and evidence-based methods empowering positive change 
and transformation within your workspace.
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Benefits of  Building  
Resiliency for Your Employees Empowerment

Less stress,  
anxiety and fear

Increased
self-confidence

Fewer triggers

Increased  
composure  
and calm

More positive  
attitudes

Better focus and  
decision making

More alertness

Less worry

Less friction in  
relationships

More easeand  
inner peace

Better sleep
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Glassdoor Economic Research, the average hiring 
process in the US takes 23 days.

According to data provided by the Association for 
Talent Development, the average training cost per 
employee is approximately $1252.   



Employee Engagement
Is the Biggest Driver of 

Career Wellbeing
According to a recent Gallup Survey employee wellbeing is key for workplace 
productivity. 

The five elements of wellbeing they recommend are:

• Work
• Financial
• Community
• Physical and social wellbeing.

Now more than ever, and not just because of COVID, negative emotions are on the rise 
and have been rising for a decade.  

According to Gallup “When your employees' wellbeing is thriving, your organization 
directly benefits -- they take fewer sick days, deliver higher performance, and have 
lower rates of burnout and turnover. 

But when your employees' wellbeing suffers, so does your organization's bottom line.

Wellbeing affects employee engagement.
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S
Today  business is challenged by external factors influencing their 
employees’ mental health.

• Covid
• Isolation
• Environmental changes
• War
• Suicide Ideation

Employee burnout is recognized as a chronic condition by the World 
Health Organization. (WHO)

Stress-related burnout isn’t just an excuse to miss work.

Stats about stress in the workplace show that its effects are severe. 
More specifically, burnout is characterized by exhaustion, a negative 
attitude towards one’s job, and a sense of unproductiveness.
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Stress costs American employers around 
$300 billion per year, as per statistics on 
stress and health. (Eastern Kentucky 
University)

Stress today at work
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What is the Difference between 
Stress and Resilience for your 
Organization? Stress and
Resilience?Stress is how you react.

Stress is a state of mental or emotional strain or  
tension resulting from adverse or very  
demanding circumstances.

Resilience is how you bounce back from challenging
situations and reset.

Resilience is how you handle pressure and keep your cool.

You can learn to build your resilience and retrain your  
mindset to manage stress in a whole new way, so it
doesn’t burn you out.
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REFLECT
One Hour Lunch & Learn

Inspirational & Motivational 
Webinars 

to 
Inspire, Engage & Motivate.
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A Pause in Time 
Lunch & Learn Webinar Topics

These one-hour webinars or community forums are designed to inspire, engage and motivate your workforce to new 
levels of thinking, new perspectives and tools to improve emotional wellness, improve stress management and 
emotional intelligence to build resilience.

During your Stress Needs Analysis call we identify your goals to create webinars using our methods and tools, that will 
help you improve engagement, productivity, self-care and mindset growth for improved resilience and motivation.

Some of the typical webinar topics include:

• Stepping into your resilience brilliance
• How to be the cause of your life and not the effect
• How to shift your mindset
• How to engage yourself through purpose and flow
• How to reconnect with your empathy
• Clearing emotional clutter and overthinking
• The power of your beliefs
• Visualizing Your Future
• Retraining Your Brain for Success
• How to avoid taking on other people’s moods and release negativity
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• How to transform your ordinary into extraordinary 

• How to improve the energy in your home and office

• How to influence the change you want to see for yourself

• Self Value – owning your worth & your ripples of impact 

• How to reflect, reframe and redirect yourself

• The art of listening

• How to connect with your courage

• Vagus nerve humming to calm and reset your stress

• Why its so important to uncover and release your blocks

• Discovering your gifts and aligning them to your purpose

• Persistence (how to identify and heal business overwhelm)

• The 8 strategies of success

• The four pillars of mindfulness in business

• Practicing the art of not minding

• Keeping your eye on the prize

• Changing your story (discovering emotional wounds and releasing them)

A Pause in Time 
Lunch & Learn Webinar Topics
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Webinars 

One-hour live webinars tailored to meet your wellness goals include:

• A Power-point and one downloadable pdf

• Ten-minute Q&A

• Webinars are recorded and released for general viewing for two weeks 

only

• Host up to fifty attendees.
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Community 
Conversations/General 

Interest Forums 
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Community 
Conversations/Forums

Open forum discussions for employees to share:

• Challenges they may need insights and coaching on; effective 
communication, overcoming fear of presentations or speaking 
up in meetings

• Weekly inspirations and the importance of hope and intention
• Breathwork and calming meditations

Health and Wellness:

• Discussion around health benefits of aromatherapy, teas and 
preventative health.

• Using essential oils at home
• Monthly  topics taken from Nicola’s Holistic Wellness book to 

discuss and implement.
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RESET

How to Build Your  
Resilience to Stress 

Online Program
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How To Build Your 
Resiliency To Stress 
Program

Needs Analysis – Evaluation of Your 

Organization’s Key Stressors

• To identify staff turnover costs and goals to reduce absenteeism, better manage 

stress in the workplace, increase productivity, innovation, resiliency, empowerment 

and work/life balance.

• To identify key stressors in workplace 

• Understand how these impact on performance and staff retention.

• The program is designed for corporations to demonstrate how they value the 

welfare of their workforce with tools and methods to manage stress and build 

resiliency.

• A KPI is available after the program to evaluate impact and effectiveness.

Stress Assessment
To evaluate which program 

will work for you
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RESET  

How To Build Your 
Resiliency To Stress 
Program

Phase 2
1

Three Program Options: 
• Intro – a 1-hour lunch and learn webinar – A Pause in Time –to 

discover two effective methods for calming stress, building resilience, 
and the importance of resilience to manage stress. 

• RESET for Employees - A six-hour online program, for up to two 
hundred people, to learn effective holistic methods to self regulate 
emotions, build emotional intelligence, reduce stress and anxiety. 
PDFs, downloads, videos included.

• RECHARGE for Leadership A six-hour online program dripped out 
once a week for up to ten members of leadership and includes Heart 
Math Tech to help regulate and monitor stress, help build resilience 
plus an aromatherapy tool, plus powerful effective individual and 
group onsite or online  consultations.
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Option 1 – REFLECT A Pause In Time 
Lunch & Learn One Hour Live Webinar
Pause in Time you will discover how to:• Understand what happens when you are not able to self regulate 

your stress
• Discover what resilience is and how it differs from stress
• Become more resilient
• Use a super quick method to calm down and reset
• Dial the volume down on stress
• Shift your mood
• Use the science of aromatherapy to create a change
• Additional time for Q&A outside of the hour
• Plus:  A Pause in Time reflective quick visual meditation to calm and 

reset, access to Nicola’s Unique Brilliance podcast,  and a downloadable 
pdf for your Pause in Time practice
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Option 2 – RESET - How To Build Your Resilience to Stress 
A Six Hour Online Self-Paced Program for Employees

Week 1: Meeting your anxiety in a new way

• Understanding why you have stress

• What is a trigger

• How to identify your triggers and emotional wounds

• Why your brain keeps you in a constant state of preparedness. Fight, flight or freeze.

• What are limiting beliefs 

• Weekly affirmation & podcast
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Option 2 – contd. RESET - How To Build Your Resilience to 
Stress

The program covers:
Week 2:  Discover how to self-regulate your emotions and reactions

• How to build resilience to stress 

• The four main domains of resilience

• Resilience and coherence, understanding the benefits

• Heart Focused Breathing – Quick Coherence  method with video

• How to reset and when to use this method.

• Weekly affirmation & podcast
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Option 2 – contd. RESET - How To Build Your Resilience to 
Stress  

Week 3: Mindset Reset for Change 

The program covers:

• Breaking free of long-term negative emotions that create triggers at work, and how to release 

immediate stressful reactions.

• List of typical triggers and energy drains that create more stress

• Emotional Freedom Technique  (EFT) (with video) to let go of anxiety and stress

• How it works

• What it does

• How to use it

• Benefits

• When to use The Quick Coherence Technique and EFT

• Weekly affirmation & podcast
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Option 2 – contd. RESET - How To Build Your Resilience to 
Stress 
The Program Covers :

Week 4: Calming Your Mind

• Discover different methods of meditation for calming your mind

• How calming your mind improves creativity, productivity and clarity

• Guided meditation and visualization

• Free access to meditations

• Use of aromatherapy for changing your mood and how it works

• Key essential oils to support stress.

• Aromatherapy inhaler provided with program, to calm and reset.
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Option 2 – contd. RESET - How To Build Your Resilience to 
Stress 

The program covers:

Week 5:  Reduce Burnout and Stress - Building emotional intelligence, intuition and empathy

•Emotional intelligence in the workplace – what it is and how to build that muscle to avoid burnout 

and overwhelm

•Empathy – what it is and how to stay compassionately detached, set boundaries,  yet connected 

with the team.

•Intuition – learning to trust your inner voice at work and speaking up.

•Weekly affirmation & podcast

Week 6:  Clearing Emotional Clutter

•Methods for identifying emotional clutter and negativity

•Identifying a growth mindset versus fixed mindset and how to shift into growth

•The restoration pose to calm and relax at work or at home

•Weekly affirmation and podcast.
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Option 3 
RECHARGE - How To Build Your Resilience to Stress
A Six Hour Online self-Paced Program for Leadership

As Option 2 and tailored for leadership resiliency training  up to 10 team members within a timeline 
of 3 months with these following additions:
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E

RECONNECT 
LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

A series of mindset empowerment program options for 
employees and leadership to build mindset growth, change 

and  outstanding personal and business performance.
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Mindset, Motivation, Momentum and Mastery

will discover how to:
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Welcome to the Elevate experience designed to inspire and elevate senior management with 

unique tools and a fresh perspective to create outstanding personal and business 

performance.

The Elevate experience is ideal for organizations seeking to:

• support their management with building creativity, inspiration, expression

• manage stress, change or conflict 

• help them understand their unique brilliance, their personal growth mindset and how 

this impacts the success of the business and their team members.

Elevate – 1:1 Mentoring 
An In-Person Program to Create Outstanding 
Personal and Business Performance
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Elevate 

• This program takes the very best of self awareness techniques combined with task 

orientated goals and creates a new perspective of approaching business using simple, 

powerful mind and body techniques that are quick and easy to use, creating a template 

of opportunity for every project, goal or choice that senior management is required to 

make.

• Main Benefits:

• A fresh perspective for doing business with fulfillment and watching success and 

achievement follow easily

• Removing a victim mindset and empowering a growth, proactive mindset

• Inspired creativity and outlook in business planning

• Understanding change and its value to business for continued expansion

• Taking your business to a wider global perspective

• Improved job satisfaction and momentum in achieving goals successfully.
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ELEVATE - Benefits:

• An improved state of mind and calmness to achieve deadlines and work 

under pressure more efficiently

• The connectivity of inspiration and intuition for business

• Understanding what their unique brilliance is and how this plays into the 

success of the business

• Connecting with their inner wisdom and desire to make a change for 

themselves and others at work and personally

• Breaking free of sabotaging belief patterns undermining success, and 

understanding the role the brain has in creating new realities

• An understanding and trust of the gut reaction for making business 

choices

• New ways of channeling creativity to define or redefine their goals and 

working with one specific goal

• A new unique and simple approach to manifesting more business

Elevate
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Benefits (continued)

• Keys for understanding a deeper perspective on the need to be more proactive and less reactive, how 

this impacts their emotional well-being , health and the business

• Stretching to new expanded levels of expression and purpose that raises their fulfillment levels

• Understanding the far-reaching effects of their skills and talents and impact on a successful business

• Creating momentum, excitement and stamina … daily

• The balance of personal and work life

• Measurable outcomes

Includes:

• One on one personal mentoring and coaching for up to three individuals.

• A total of 12  two-hour zoom sessions, twice monthly for 6 months for each person.

• Weekly assessment and assignments.

• Program is also available for groups up to 10  as above without personal coaching. 

Elevate
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This program is designed to help female leaders, and business-

women connect more deeply to their higher selves, their truest 

self, intuition, voice, empowerment and compassion. 

Reconnecting to Your True Self is a program to support a growth 

opportunity for women to separate themselves from work and 

create a space where they can take the time to rediscover who 

they are and grow their leadership and careers in an entirely new 

and more connected way.

The program is relaxing, self-revealing, mindfully connected with 

practical tools, methods and videos you can use for the rest of 

your life.

Reconnecting To Your True Self
Female Group Leadership Program
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Reconnecting To Your True Self 
\

The content will help  to support your own emotional well-being and 

better understand your clients, teams and relationships, with new 

unique methods of understanding that enhance your corporate 

traditional methods of personal growth.

This is a time for making space for you, to separate from work for a few 

hours each month, and create a sacred space where you can take the 

time to rediscover who you are, own your value and grow your life and 

work in an entirely new and more connected conscious way.
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Reconnecting To Your True Self 
Benefits
• You will align with your true self and be able to prioritize from a heart-based more meaningful 

space for what is important to you personally.

• Manifest and create new ideas and directions with confidence.

• Define your inner element when it is in balance and when not, how this impacts you and 
steps to take.

• Discover how to ground and de-charge negative energies from others.

• Learn about grounding and presence.

• Create your own special oasis for relaxation and  learn how to do  space clearing at home and 
work.

• Learn how to observe and read your own reactions, what they mean, and how to improve the 
way in which you communicate with your teams with empathy and increased emotional 
intelligence.  
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Reconnecting To Your True Self 
Benefits
• You will discover how to honor your anger and healthy ways to manage 

it and identify the ‘why’ of where it comes from.

• You will be able to implement new ways of understanding in the 

workplace to promote well-being, calm and understanding.

• You will be encouraged to dive into the  fear of power and success, the 

conflicts between being passive and powerful.
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Reconnecting To Your True Self 
Benefits
• You will unlock your self-worth, trust and ability to be able to speak up.

• The program will help you  discover illusions that hold you back, 

overcoming self-doubt and mastering your reality.

• You will learn about the importance of self-love and self-forgiveness 

identifying and connecting with heartbreak. Releasing it and coming 

into balance with powerful heart centered mantras that will open you 

to new possibilities, relationships and kindness.

• The program will help you explore  female needs in relationships and 

learn how to shift our perspectives and come into balance with our 

partners and male colleagues.
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• Live group two-hour sessions, twice monthly, for six months - a total of 

twenty-four hours

• Six -One hour live guided meditation group on-line sessions 

(once a month for six months – total of six hours )

Total number of hours: thirty hours

For groups of up to 20. 

• All PDF downloads and assignments included

• Also available as a 4 day seminar.

Reconnect to your True Self 
The Program Includes:
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Who is Aroma 1 Inc?
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Nicola Salter is an Empowerment Mindset Mentor,  she is qualified 
and experienced in: Holistic Coaching, Neuro Change, Heart Math, 

Heart Math Stress Assessor, Clinical Aromatherapy, Biofield 
Therapy, an Author, an Inspirational Speaker, Podcaster and 

Educator. 

Her passion is to support corporations who value their employees, 
empowering them to be on purpose, engaged and productive, who 

embrace diversity and empower with impact.

To discover her extensive menu of services and how  her programs 
can support your employees and organization.

Call: (213) 324 6342
E: salternicola@gmail.com
W: www.nicolasalter.com
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Who is Aroma 1 Inc?

Aroma 1 Inc works in collaboration with other WBENC organizations providing calming 
supportive de-stress tools,  and can introduce you to these companies to ensure you 
receive the best products  and value for your employees. 
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Who is Aroma 1 Inc?

Speaking/Educating/Mentoring 

Media Kit
https://nicolasalter.com/media-kit/
nicolasalter.com/media-kit/

Nicola’s podcasts:
https://nicolasalter.com/podcast/
https://nicolasalter.com/podcast-business-news-network/

Nicola Videos
https://youtu.be/Fs4lBu-0flY

https://nicolasalter.com/media-kit/

https://nicolasalter.com/podcas
https://youtu.be/Fs4lBu-0flY 41
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Who is Aroma 1 Inc?

Nicola’s Book:
https://nicolasalter.com/media/nicolas-book/ttps://nicolasalter.com/media/nicolas-
book/

A bonus electronic copy of her book is included in the program available for download.

You Tube:
https://youtu.be/z47c2YYQa3E

https://youtu.be/HkRbjaX5LUY

https://youtu.be/fsVzmPLHOTc

https://youtu.be/jRVYr5vJhtQ
https://youtu.be/XCZhaUHQ03Y

https://youtu.be/z47c2YYQa3E

https://youtu.be/HkRbjaX5LUY

https://youtu.be/fsVzmPLHOTc

https://youtu.be/jRVYr5vJhtQ
https://youtu.be/XCZhaUHQ03Y
: 42
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